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hemisphere); or by expansion, owing either to convection or barometric depression. But the extent of the condensation, the kind and amount of precipitation from it, and its general appearance, according to which chiefly, it is classified, depend largely on which cooling process is involved' Distinction between Fog and Cloud.—Volume condensation is divided primarily into fog and cloud, but a sharp distinction between them, that would enable one always to say which is which, is not possible In general, however, a fog differs from a cloud only in its location Both are owing, as explained, to the cooling of the atmosphere to a temperature below its dew point, but in the case of the cloud this cooling usually results from vertical convection, and, hence, the cloud is nearly always separated from the earth, except on mountain tops. Fog, on the other hand, is induced by relatively low temperatures at, and near, the surface, and, commonly, itself extends quite to the surface, at least during the stage of its development. In short, fog consists of water droplets, or ice spicules, condensed from, and floating in, the air near the surface; cloud, of water droplets, or ice spicules, condensed from, and floating in, the air well above the surface. Fog is a cloud on the earth; cloud a fog in the sky.
FOGS
According to the conditions under which they are formed, fogs may be divided into two general classes—radiation fogs and advection fogs.
Radiation Fog.—Fog is likely to form along rivers and creeks and even in cleared mountain valleys during any still, cloudless night of summer and especially, autumn. In the course of a calm, warm day and earlier portion, at least, of the night, much water is evaporated into the lower atmosphere of such regions, where, in large part, it remains as long as there are no winds. Hence this air, because it is humid, and the adjacent surface of the earth lose heat rapidly during the night by radiation to the clear sky. In many cases they cool, in the end, to a temperature below the dew point, and thus induce a greater or less volume condensation, on the always-present dust motes, that results in a correspondingly dense fog (Fig. 78). Such fog, however, is not likely to occur during cloudy nights, because the air seldom, then, cools sufficiently; nor during high winds, since they dissipate the moisture, and, also, through turbulence, prevent the formation of excessively cold aerial lakes.
The distinctive factor, in-the formation of this type of fog, is the free radiation of the ground and the lower air by which the latter is sufficiently cooled to induce condensation. Hence, fogs formed in this manner are properly termed "radiation fogs," sometimes also called "land fogs" and "summer fogs."

